really looking forward to DK's presentation this morning. He really got the conference energised last year. 
really lookin 4ward 2 DK's presentation. He really got the conference energised last yr. 
Whats the relevance he asks
We've moved from "what technology" to "why are we using it"
There are more exampled of innovation outwith this sector than within. We can only learn by looking sideways
\We've moved from "what technology" to "why are we using it
Great speaker
the very lovely @mediasnackers has just taken to the stage 
on first! This should liven everyone up.
Social media makes things cheaper, quicker and sexier There are some questions that can't be answered by Google
'To go forward you need to look sideways'
"We've moved from "what technology" to "why are we using it
There are some questions that can't be answered by Google"
There are some questions that can't be answered by Google
To go forward you need to look sideways'
looking forward to hearing
We've moved from "what technology" to "why are we using it
There are some questions that can't be answered by Google
Brands and companies are trying to be human again Be human - hear, hear 
If you tweet for an organisaton, step out from behind the brand and be yourself
Brands are trying to be human. Be human 
Organisations can't tweet, that can only be done by humans, step out from behind the curtain
Brand and companies are trying to be human again (using Social networking tools) 
it's not the who / what, it's the how.
If you tweet for an organisaton, step out from behind the brand and be yourself
Never let anyone tell you 'you're a brand' online
friendly but iconoclastic and also thoughtful.
Are you creating action from what you're doing online
Organisations can't tweet, that can only be done by humans, step out from behind the curtain
We've moved from "what technology" to "why are we using it
it's about outcomes not just outputs 
Finding different currencies for new business models - eg pay with a tweet, gift economies 
If you tweet for an organisaton, step out from behind the brand and be yourself
Awesome Rework Cheat Sheet
Moleskine Pen Holder
Got a good idea? Give it away and let people play to create engage
finally putting useful examples with soaring rhetoric, hooray!
advertising is the cost of being boring" loving
Advertising is the cost of being boring
Be human....it's OK, you're allowed!
Engaging audiences isn't something you DO it's something you ARE - just BE engaging
advertising is the cost of being boring
Awesome Rework Cheat Sheet 
Moleskine Pen Holder 
Lets just be ourselves, advertising is BORING and old news
Engaging audiences isn't something you DO it's something you ARE - just BE engaging
Engaging audiences isn't something you DO it's something you ARE - just BE engaging
Lets just be ourselves, advertising is BORING and old news,
Intelligent , practical yet thought provoking presentation showing good examples from other sectors
Engaging audiences isn't something you DO it's something you ARE - just BE engaging
Play is THE best learning strategy
Advertising is the cost of being boring
Engaging audiences isn't something you DO it's something you ARE - just BE engaging
play and how not many continue to play in adulthood
 Ikea harnessed conversation and Facebook when they opened their new store
Play = learning strategy. A mission is sexier than homework 
play and how not many continue to play in adulthood
play and how not many continue to play in adulthood
Brands and organisations can't tweet.
constraints liberate your imagination
Advertising is the cost of being boring
be human. Be engaging. Create play spaces. Create conversation
Play is THE best learning strategy
be human. Be engaging. Create play spaces. Create conversation
reminding me how The arts thrives on 'word of mouth', social media exists on 'word of mouth'
Great way to start the day Enjoying
more monolithic my organisation becomes
Lets just be ourselves, advertising is BORING and old news
Engaging audiences isn't something you DO it's something you ARE - just BE engaging
Once you go online you're not just serving your community, you're serving the world
telling us all to get sexier! 
be human. Be engaging. Create play spaces. Create conversation
Open processes - don't wait for the product but tell the story of its production
closing notes on an excellent talk
Highlights opps for bigger arts orgs to bring marketing + artistic programming teams together in new ways?
We need to be able to learn, unlearn and relearn
"The illiterate of the 21st century will be those who cannot learn, unlearn and relearn
Best presentation so far 
Change = doing something different
speaks, the more monolithic my organisation becomes.
Learn unlearn relearn
Great presentation
Best presentation so far 
Learn unlearn relearn
The illiterate of the 21st century will be those who cannot learn, unlearn and relearn
The illiterate of the 21st century will be those who cannot learn, unlearn and relearn
Fantastic talk 
Great presentation. Great food for thought and ideas to take back
Advertising is the cost of being boring
excellent presentation
excellent talk
The illiterate of the 21st century-those who cannot learn, unlearn and relearn
Play is THE best learning strategy
The illiterate of the 21st century will be those who cannot learn, unlearn and relearn
excellent presentation and info
Advertising is the cost of being boring
 Open processes - don't wait for the product but tell the story of its production
Lets just be ourselves, advertising is BORING and old news
Excellent presentation 
don't advertise, be engaging. Lots of ideas! Fantastic talk 
Play is THE best learning strategy
DK's excellent presentation and info 
excellent presentation and info
Open processes - don't wait for the product but tell the story of its production
Open processes - don't wait for the product but tell the story of its production
The illiterate of the 21st century will be those who cannot learn, unlearn and relearn
Sometimes you have to ask forgiveness rather than permission (RE tech experimentation
sometimes it's better to get forgiveness ratherthan permission
The traditional website still acts as a hub which people can be pointed back to
on't call it HOMEWORK - it's doing a MISSION
 the dark side understands the power of SoMe
Fantastic talk
Fantastic talk


